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This paper presents the first direct measurements of optical absorption in CuO single crystals 
near the fundamental absorption edge. The absorption band is of excitonic nature, and 
the unusual structure of the band edge at high temperature corresponds to a prediction based on 
the cluster model that transitions with charge transfer responsible for the exciton-like edge 
of the absorption band in copper oxides including Cu04  clusters take place between b,, and e ,  
states. O 1995 Anlerican Institute of Physics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The elementary copper oxide CuO presents a convenient 
model for studying the semiconducting phase of cuprate 
high-T, superconductors and the entire class of oxides of 
transitional 3d-metals. The problem of fundamental impor- 
tance for all these compounds is the nature of the optical gap 
and, more broadly, of the fundamental absorption band. The 
first measurements of CuO optical spectra were published 
relatively recently. IR absorption spectra were studied in 
detail,'.2 and the band above the fundamental absorption 
edge was investigated by the ellipsometric technique.3 

Most information about their optical characteristics in 
the 1-3 eV band was derived from ellipsometric and photo- 
metric measurements, which do not yield accurate spectra of 
their optical parameters. Therefore, it is difficult to discover 
the nature of electronic transitions responsible for the optical 
parameters in the fundamental absorption band, specifically, 
the nature of the optical gap. 

At the same time, optical spectra of copper-oxide com- 
pounds based on Cu04 clusters are very similar in the 
1-3-eV band? although their chemical compositions and 
crystal structures are very different. This indicates that elec- 
tron transitions in Cu04 clusters largely determine the nature 
of the absorption band, and a simple cluster model may be 
used. 

correlation effects. The latter factor is assumed to be respon- 
sible for the excitonic nature of charge-transfer absorption 
spectra, which is commonly observed in copper oxide sys- 
tems. These combined spectra usually include a low-energy 
narrow (exciton-like) line due to a transition to a strongly 
correlated (i.e., localized) state and a high-energy wide band 
due to a transition to uncorrelated or weakly correlated dis- 
sociated state. This phenomenological model presumes the 
existence of two types of final states and can be formalized 
in terms of Hirsch's concept4 of two types of 2 p  oxygen 
states in oxides-weakly and strongly localized (correlated) 
states. In Hirsch's semi-empirical model the two final states 
are incorporated by introducing a pseudospin of 112 and an 
effective Hamiltonian 

where the energy parameters wlS2(n) are functions of the 
hole concentration, n ,  in the 2 p  shell. 

Unlike the common single-particle approach, in this case 
the probability of the charge-transfer transition depends on 
the overlap of the initial and final pseudospin (2) states: 
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In square Cu04 clusters, which are basic units of CuO 

Electron transitions between a cluster and delocalized states 
and copper-oxide HTS and determine their electron spectra, 

in the lattice lead to broadening of spectral lines to an effec- 
three electric dipole transitions with charge transfer from the 

tive width T*, which in a simple model can be expressed in 
Cu3d-02p hybrid b,, ground state to purely oxygen states 

terms of the widths rT ( r l )  of bands due to transitions to 
e,(m-), e,(u) (EL C, polarization) and a2,, (EIIC4 polariza- 

states with definite pseudospin projections if the bandwidth 
tion) are a l~owed .~  

is proportional to the matrix element of the transition from 
According to cluster model calculations~ the transition 

the respective (+) state: 
b ,,- e,,(m-) has the lowest energy, hw- 1.5 eV. The energy of 
the b ,,-a2, transition is about 0.5 eV higher, and that of the 
b,,-e,,(m-) transition is much higher (-5 eV) and deter- 
mines the width of the p - d  hybrid band in the cluster ap- 
proximation. The structure of wide bands due to transitions 
with charge transfer is determined by the three factors: a) 
states in electron bands; b) electron-phonon interaction; c) where tan cr=~"ll'~. 
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noncorrrlared 
states 

FIG. I .  D~agram of h ,, - e,, transltlons w ~ t h  charge transfer respons~ble for 
the fundamental absorpt~on band. 

If the state (+) is strongly correlated and (-) is uncor- 
related, rT<I'l. Figure 1 illustrates the model of the exciton- 
like absorption edge. 

The doublets e,(.rr), e,(u) due to transitions to states of 
equal symmetry are classic Jahn-Teller A-E transitions? and 
their bands should have a complex structure (usually of two 
bands) corresponding to transitions to two branches of the 
adiabatic potential of the e, doublet. The widths and shapes 
of the lines are determined by both electron-vibron interac- 
tion and energy bands. In distorted Cu04 clusters the degen- 
eracy of e, states can be lifted by crystal fields of a lower 
symmetry. 

The doublet structure of the 1.5-3-eV absorption band 
near the fundamental absorption edge was detected in the 
semiconducting phase of several copper oxide compounds 
including Cu04 clusters. In the spectrum of the imaginary 
part of the dielectric function in YBa2Cu,06,,, there is a nar- 
row exciton-like peak centered at 1.7 eV and a broad intense 
band with a maximum in the 2.1-2.5 eV range.6 Spectra with 
a similar shape are observed in semiconducting compounds 
R2Cu04, where R denotes La, Nd, Sm, Eu, or ~ d . ~  For ex- 
ample, in Eu2Cu0, the exciton peak at 1.6 eV is about 
0.3 eV wide, and the wide band due to dissociated states has 
a peak at 2.1 eV and a width of - 1.4 eV at a ratio of oscil- 
lator strengths of 1:6.5. 

The spectral positions, similar polarization features of 
these two subbands, and the ratios of their oscillator 
strengths and widths are strong arguments in favor of the 
excitonic structure of the absorption edge, and this suggests 
the importance of correlation effects even in the semicon- 
ducting phase of copper oxide compounds. 

The lack of observable splitting in these subbands, 
which should take place in b ,,-e,(.rr) transitions according 
to cluster models: indicates that the characteristic Jahn- 
Teller energy is low (EJ,-0.1 eV), or the splitting due to the 
crystal field is small and comparable to the widths of the 
e , ( ~ )  subbands. The latter fact derives from the quasi-two- 
dimensional nature of the compounds and tetragonal symme- 
try of the Cu02 plane. 

Given the quasi-one-dimensional structure of CuO due 
to chains in the [i01] direction, the nearly rectilinear shape 
of the Cu-0-Cu bonds (0= 146"), and nearly rectangular 
shape of the Cu-0-Cu bonds between chains (0,=104", 
O2=l09"),8 there is a unique possibility of detecting the dou- 
blet structure of b ,, - e,(.rr) subbands. This possibility is 
supported by two more factors: 

a) A considerable difference between widths of the two 
doublet components because the motion of an e,,(n-) hole 
from chain to chain is forbidden. One doublet component 
corresponds to a strongly localized state and is a narrow 
exciton-like line in the b ,,- e , ( 4  spectrum. 

b) The strong effect of interchain exchange on the ex- 
change splitting of the doublet components, hence a consid- 
erable effect of three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering 
on the shape of b ,, - e,,(.rr) subbands. 

A similar effect is essentially ruled out in quasi-two- 
dimensional copper oxides, where three-dimensional antifer- 
romagnetic ordering is due to exchange between CuO, 
planes. 

In this paper we report a direct optical measurement of 
the fundamental absorption band in CuO in the energy range 
up to -3.5 eV using unpolarized light, and with polariza- 
tions parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis, over the tem- 
perature range 80-300 K, including typical temperatures of 
three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering, T N ,  = 213 K 

and TN2 = 23 1 K . ~  

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Samples were cut from CuO single crystals grown from 
solution in melt. Typical parameters of the CuO monoclinic 
crystal lattice are given in Refs. I and 2. The samples were 
ground and polished using diamond pastes. Two samples 
have been investigated. The sample 1 with the larger plane 
(1 10) including the d-axis is (41 + 1) pm thick with an area 
of 2X2.5 mm2. The sample 2 is not oriented, 47 pm thick 
with an area of 2X2.5 mm2. 

Transmission spectra of CuO were recorded by the stan- 
dard one-beam technique using a KSVU-12 spectroscopic 
facility produced by LOMO (St. Petersburg). Measurements 
were preformed in the 1-3.5 eV band. The light source was 
a 30-W incandescent lamp, and the polarizer was a Glan 
prism. The sample was mounted in an optical cryostat. The 
holder was designed to avoid vignetting of light beams. The 
holder temperature was controlled using a copper-constantan 
thermocouple. The temperature calibration was checked be- 
fore and after measurements. In measurements of the inci- 
dent beam intensity, lo, NS-10 and NS-13 neutral-density 
filters produced by LOMO were set under the beam; their 
attenuation is 

The reflectivity in this spectral band was considered constant 
at R =0.22. 

The relative uncertainty of absorption measurements 
near the absorption edge was 1.2% and for the absorption 
edge position measured as a function of temperature, it was 
0.5%. The spectrometer slit width at 3 and 1.6 eV was 0.02 
and 0.005 eV respectively. The relative temperature uncer- 
tainty was 2%. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows absorption spectra of samples I and 2 
recorded at 293 K. A sharp rise in the CuO absorption from 
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FIG. 2. Absorption spectra of CnO crystals: curves ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,  cut in the ( 1  10) 
plane; curve (4) .  not oriented: 1 )  ELc; 2,4) unpolarized light; 3 )  Ellc. 

200 cm-' to 2300 cm-' at E = 1.43 eV marks the position of 
the fundamental absorption edge. In the spectral band studied 
there are two bands peaking at 1.7 eV and 2.3 eV with no- 
tably different widths and complex shapes, and a separate 
high-energy band with a maximum at 3.1 eV. It is natural to 
relate these spectra to the excitonic structure at the edge of 
the b ,,- e,(r)  band and to the b ,,- a,, transition. The 
separation between centers of the b ,, - e,(r) and b ', - a,, 
lines is about 0.8 eV, which is in good agreement with cluster 
calculations of respective levels. Note that the positions of 
the exciton and continuum bands in CuO spectra are close to 
respective lines in b ,, - e,(.rr)-spectra of YBa2C~306+x  and 
R,cuo,.~*~ These subbands are well resolved in spectra re- 
corded in nonpolarized light and in E l c  polarization. The 
absorption edge shifts to the blue with decreasing tempera- 
ture, and the intensities of all lines are lower. The positions 
of peaks are almost constant with temperature, except those 
near the absorption edge. The spectrum of the non-oriented 
sample 2 is significantly different from that of sample 1: its 
absorption gradually rises with the photon energy, and the 
same three weak lines are hardly seen against this back- 
ground. This indicates considerable anisotropy of the absorp- 
tion spectrum. 

Figure 3 shows absorption spectra near the absorption 
edge in sample 1 at 80 and 293 K recorded in unpolarized 
light and with E l c  and Ellc polarizations. The temperature 
coefficient of the absorption edge shift is -5.7. eV/K 
which is typical of antiferromagnetic semiconductors. In un- 
polarized light and in E l c  polarization at room temperature, 
a narrow exciton-like line shifted to the red by 0.1 eV with 
respect to the 1.7 eV band can be seen. When the vector E is 
tilted with respect to the c-axis (by 30" and 60°, for ex- 
ample), the exciton line is seen as a shoulder on the wide 
absorption line. Spectra recorded at different temperatures 
with unpolarized light demonstrate that this shoulder is seen 
only at a temperature higher than 205 K. This contradicts the 
familiar version that the fine structure of various broad ab- 
sorption bands appears as the temperature decreases. 

FIG. 3. Absorption spectra (Ellc) of the CuO single crystal at (1)  293 K and 
(2)  80 K. 1,  2 )  T=293  K; 3.4) T=80 K: 3,4) unpolarized light; 1,2) ELc. 

The laser of anomalies at the absorption edge of sample 
1 with Ell c enabled us to reduce the experimental data using 
the customary approach for semiconductors, yielding the 
band gap E, , the nature of optical transitions near the ab- 
sorption edge, and E, versus temperature. The relatively low 
absorption near the edge (a-2300 cm-') and the fact that 

( a h w ) " 2 = ~ ( h w - ~ g )  

(Fig. 4) at a of up to 2000 cm-' indicate that at 293 K the 
CuC absorption edge is produced by the indirect allowed 
transition that involves phonons with an energy of (0.05 
50.01) eV. The exponent n=0.35 in the formula 

which is close to 0.5, also indicates that the transitions are 
indirect. The band gap at 290 K is E,=(1.446?0.005) eV 
and (1.5651t0.005) eV at 80 K. 

In classical semiconductors, the temperature dependence 
of E, is described well by the Varshni equation9 

FIG. 4. Identification of indirect transitions in CuO at ( 1 )  T=293 K and 
(2 )  T = 8 0  K Ellc. 
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the band gap with Ellc: I) experimental 
data; 2) calculation by the Varshni formula. Insert: E, (T)  measured with 
unpolarized light. 

where E,(O) is the band gap at zero temperature, and a and 
p are constants of a given material. Deviations from this 
function in the magnetic semiconductor MnS and semimag- 
netic semiconductor c ~ M ~ T ~ "  suggest an influence due to 
magnetic ordering. For CuO, experimental data for Ellc and 
the curve plotted by the Varshni formula are given in Fig. 5. 
The best agreement between the experimental data and cal- 
culations is achieved at E,(0)=(1.573?0.002) eV, 
a=0.00146~0.00002, and P= 880230. The constant /3 is 
proportional to the Debye temperature. As in classical semi- 
conductors, this constant in CuO is approximately 1.7 times 
the Debye temperature.' In the temperature range 110-300 
K, the Debye temperature of CuO changes from 560 to 520 
K . ~  The experimental and theoretical curves coincide at a 
temperature of up to 240 K. As the temperature rises, the 
slope of the experimental curve increases. The insert of Fig. 
4 shows E,(T) measured in unpolarized light, with a knee 
near 212 K corresponding to the emergence of a peak near 
the absorption edge, suggesting anisotropy of the tempera- 
ture dependence of the gap width. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Absorption spectra of CuO shown in Figs. 2-4 suggest a 
common excitonic nature of the absorption edge in CuO and 
in classical cuprate high-temperature superconductors, such 
as YBa2Cu3O6+, and R2Cu04, which may be due to transi- 
tions with charge transfer like b - el, in Cu04 clusters. 

The features of CuO absorption spectra include: 
-the complex (apparently doublet) shape of the narrow 

and wide subbands with maxima at 1.7 and 2.3 eV, respec- 
tively; 

-the emergence of a narrow (less than 0.1 eV) exciton- 
like subband near the absorption edge at temperatures higher 
than T-205 K; 

-deviation of the E,s(T) curve from the Varshni formula 
at temperatures higher than that of three-dimensional mag- 
netic ordering; 

-highly anisotropic absorption spectra. 
A reasonable qualitative or even semiquantitative inter- 

pretation of these features of the CuO spectra can be derived 
front the cluster model developed in our previous 
publication2 to account for absorption spectra in the interme- 
diate IR band, for some anomalies in Raman spectra and in 
the temperature dependence of the electric conductivity. 

Figure 6 shows two versions of the diagram of e,,-hole 
energy levels in a CUOZ- cluster. The diagrams illustrate the 
complex shapes of b ,, - el, lines and their changes due to 
phase transitions corresponding to non-collinear (TN2 = 23 1 

K) and collinear (T,, = 213 K) three-dimensional antiferro- 

magnetic ordering. They can be used to analyze spectral 
bands due to both excitonic and continuum states in b ,,- e, 
transitions, although in this section we naturally, consider 
only the excitonic component. 

Figure 6 is an analog of Fig. 6 in Ref. 2, which is the 
diagram of b:g and bl,e, levels in the CUO;- cluster 
( ~ ~ 0 2 -  cluster with an additional hole due to doping). This 
diagram was used in Ref. 2 to interpret some experimental 
data. 

In this context, the main conclusion of Ref. 2 was the 
highest efficiency of charge transfer by e,-holes of the upper 
branch (e;) with a spin opposite to the spin of the initial b,, 
state (e;L in Fig. 6). In other words a relatively wide sub- 
band is related to the upper sublevel e; and a narrow band to 
the lower sublevel e l .  Three-dimensional collinear antifer- 
romagnetic ordering ( T  < TN1) leads to an increase in the 

energy of this state by ~ 0 . 1  eV due to a large contribution 
from the interchain e:: - bl,  exchange. Another indication of 
this is the higher activation energy of conductivity.* The spin 
splitting of the lower e: branch should be small both above 
Tn2 and below T , , .~  The splitting of the e, level can be 

estimated from the "fine" structure of the excitonic line at 
- 1.7 eV (Figs. 2 and 3) and from the separation between the 
two main peaks in the CuO absorption spectrum in the inter- 
mediate IR band,2 and these estimates yield - 0.1 eV. 

The shape of the h ,, - e, absorption band at T < TN1 and 

T > TN2 is illustrated by the diagrams of Fig. 6. The doublet 

structure of the absorption band at T > TN2 is related to the 

smaller exchange splitting of the upper level and the larger 
splitting of the lower level, which results in a larger separa- 
tion between the subbands due to transitions to the states 
ei: and e; . At T < T N , ,  the two doublet components merge in 
a single exciton line. 

In the diagrams of Fig. 6, the transition to the lower level 
of the doublet forbidden by spin conservation (b,,T - el:l) is 
assumed to be inside the absorption line. But the opposite 
situation is also possible (the opposite sign of the exchange 
field), when this transition coincides with the line edge and 
complicates its shape. 

The transitions b , ,  - e:: and b ,, - e: , which are or- 
thogonally polarized in the plane of the Cu04 cluster, pro- 
vide a considerable difference in polarizations of respective 
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JT-effect intrachain and interchain 
andlor exchange interactions 
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FIG. 6. Diagram of b , , - e ,  transitions with charge transfer responsible for the fundamental absorption band in CuO. 

bands of CuO absorption spectra. This effect is actually seen 
experimentally. 

The relatively weak effect of interchain exchange on the 
exchange splitting of the lower doublet component e: results 
in a relatively small exchange contribution to the tempera- 
ture dependence of the gap width over the temperature range 
80-300 K. 

The models previously developed to interpret a lot of 
unusual features of copper oxide compounds2 enable us to 
account for the features of the fundamental absorption band 
in CuO. Direct measurements demonstrate the doublet struc- 
ture of the exciton-like line at E-- 1.7 eV observed in many 
cuprate superconductors, which confirms the conclusions de- 
rived from the cluster model that this band is due to b ,,- ell 
transitions. 
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